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Â  You donâ€™t have to face cancer alone Traumatized and terrified of cancer? Perhaps you have

been diagnosedÂ yourself, or you have a friend or family member who is battling withÂ the disease.

You know you must face itâ€”but you do not have to face itÂ alone. Praying Through Cancer is a

collection of stories by women whoÂ have faced cancer and, with triumphant spirits, found comfort

andÂ sometimes even joy in the midst of it. For these women, cancer was a comma, not a period, in

the sentencesÂ of their lives. Why? Because they put their faith in the Lord and HeÂ strengthened

them beyond comprehension. You will laugh and youÂ will cry, but best of all, you will know . . . you

are not alone. Â 
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I am a 37 year old that has just been diagnosed with breast cancer. A good friend of mine found this

book and gave it to me. I can't begin to tell you how comforted I feel while reading through these

pages. God is speaking to me through these words and whispering that He is right here with me on

this journey. I still have my moments when I feel scared, but when they hit, I reach for "Praying

Though Cancer" and in moments I feel His presence and all of the comforting words of women who

have been through this before me. God Bless you for such a beautiful book!

I am a 64 year woman old in the middle of chemotherapy treatment for lymphoma. A dear friend

gave me this book... he just "happened" to be walking in the woman's section of his church's



bookstore and saw it there and thought of me. I have gone through the book of short but deep

devotionals once and am starting again. It has been so comforting and encouraging; really speaking

to my heart. There is something for me to relate to on just about each and every page. I guess you

really can't know unless you've been there and I am so thankful that these many women who have

"been there," chose to share their prayers and stories to encourage the rest of us. In fact, I received

two of these books as gifts and am looking for the right person to give the extra copy to. Thanks to

these writers and to the LORD for inspiring them and us.

I am 47 yrs old and was diagnosed with a brain tumor almost two years ago. I just found this book

about a month ago and have appreciated every story, prayer and thought. I have found myself in

most, if not all, of the moments described and have come to many of the same places as all of these

women. My one regret is that I didn't discover this sooner. I will give this book to everyone who finds

themselves in these circumstnces, whether they experience it themselves or through someone they

love. The book is diverse, relevant, to the point and insightful.

This book is a definite inspiration for any cancer patient, especially new ones. When my wife was

diagnosed, someone gave her a copy, and it was a great comfort and blessing for her. Now, every

time she learns of someone diagnosed with cancer, she gifts them a Cancer Awareness bracelet

(which she makes) and a copy of this book. Only  knows how many copies she has purchased ....

and I am sure there will be more to come.

I was given this book after my diagnosis. It helped me beyond words. I have since given this book to

many others in need. I can not imagine going through cancer treatment without this book!

The darkest time of an otherwise very happy life was made lighter through reading this book. I never

knew how to trust in something I was unsure of but I saw God as so real and so present through this

book. Thanks for sharing your hearts, your journies and your faith.

Praying Through Cancer totally changed my life. This book is powerful, but simple. When people are

going thru cancer treatment their brain is overwhelmed with "stuff." This powerful book prioritizes

this "stuff" and makes the journey very amazing.I bought books and shared them with other cancer

survivors and they were all equally moved by the power of this book.Highly recommended!



My wife, asked her freind, who has cancer. "What has helped you"? She told her about this

book.We have given this to others with cancer and they all say it has helped their heart be set free

from fear.If you know anyone who has cancer, this is the book to get.
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